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I learned a great deal watchingmy father work on street rods,stock cars and the occasional classic truck.He inspired
me to do quality work and have passion for the cars and trucks.BedWood for Trucks™ builds products that will last
generations, it’s a Kentucky tradition.

When I rebuilt my own project truck, it was difficult to find the parts and quality necessary to restore the wood bed.

Quickly, I realized that many other enthusiasts were also seeking the same products. It was then that BedWood
and Parts was launchedwith the genuine quality standard and customer service for which the southern United
States is known.

Today, BedWoodTM offers over 40 exotic and domestic woods, each providing
character and individuality to your special project. The woods are precision
milled,sanded,ready to finish and install.Care is taken when your kit is boxed and
shipped to ensure that the finest quality product arrives ready to be finished and
installed.

BedWoodTM kits are not just for trucks, our team of skilled craftsman also design and manufacture custom-fit wood for hot rods,
panels, lead sleds, bed racks and almost any project you can imagine.

Late model trucks that never had the “Good Look ofWood”© can now benefit from the style and classic look of a wood bed.

The BedWoodTM RetroLiner™ is the easy-to-install wood floor that is available for practically any truck SUV,or Crossover.The best
part of a RetroLinerTM is that there is no drilling required.

Get the finished look with BedWoodTM parts and accessories, like our BedStrips™.BedStripsTM ensure that you get the proper fit
and finish with every bed kit. Our extruded aluminum kits feature hidden hardware and three exclusive profiles; the
DoubleHump™, the SpeedBump™ and the FlatTop™.This is just part of the BedWoodTM quality you can expect.

BedWoodTM is the leader in custom-fit and restoration wood kits. Our Southern quality standard will make your experience the
best.You measure,we manufacture and you enjoy the admiring looks.

Have a Blessed Day,

Jeff Major
Owner - BedWood and Parts, LLC



AlthoughOak and Pine beds were the factory choice for mass production,
we realize that your vehicle is unique. The specialty woods that we offer
allow for personalization and they are as varied as our customers. If you
want Oak or Pine, we have it and can make a kit that will accent your
restoration, but if you want wild we have the exotic wood for that too!

BEDWOODS AVAILABLE

At BedWoodTM and Parts, we are committed to quality and customer service.You take pride in
your specialty vehicle and we take pride in our products.BedWood is the leader in restoration and
customization wood beds and specialty kits.Our goal is to ensure that every customer is satisfied
with our service, quality and support.

The BedWoodTM factory is located in Kentucky,a part of the
country renown for craftsmanship. All of our wood kits are
made in our own facility, here in the USA and NEVER
imported. The facility is fully equipped with the latest
wood-working equipment and CNC machinery. Staffed
with knowledgeable craftsmen, your BedWoodTM kit is
guaranteed to fit.

The staff members at BedWood and Parts
are enthusiasts with the knowledge to
assist you in your build. With existing
patterns for popular trucks from 1917 to
present and the ability to create virtually
any new pattern, we have you covered.
We can even accommodate special builds
and custom projects for hot rods,vans and
customs.

Our list of awards and coverage keeps
growing as the leading builders and top
publications choose BedWoodTM. The
professionals and the leadingmagazine
editors have used BedWoodTM because
of our selection, superior quality,
delivery and service.

Custom designed BedWoodTM

kit for the Street Rodder Road
Tour Project. We do bed
sides too!

Unlike our competitors that only fit older
vehicles that came originally equipped
with a wood bed, we can retro fit any
truck. The RetroLiner™, available only
from BedWood™, is a real wood bed that
fits without drilling or cutting your
truck’s sheet metal.Now you can get
the Good Look of Wood© for any
year truck or SUV.
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BedWoodTM has everything that is
required for installing your wood
bed kit. Only BedWoodTM has three
extruded aluminum, hidden
fastener BedStripsTM for securing
your wood.We also offer two wood
finishes: our EZ Seal & Shine™
wood sealer for that show-quality
finish or our EZ Rub™ Fortified
Penetrating Oil Finish for that
natural appearance. Need More?
How about our EZWet Gloss Spray
Detailer or an aluminum gas filler
door. From the wood to t-shirts,
BedWood has it and the experience
to ensure your install is smooth.

AWIDERVARIETYOFWOODS!

THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE! YOUR ONE STOP SHOP!

LATE MODEL TRUCKS ARE
NO PROBLEM!

#1 IN SERVICE,QUALITY & SUPPORT!

STATE-OF-THE-ARTPRODUCTION!
WE ARE THE CUSTOMFIT SPECIALISTS!

OVER

40
Exotic &
Domestic

AWARD
WINNING

WE CAN FIT ANY
LATE MODEL
TRUCK,
SUV OR
CROSSOVER

...your vehicle is unique.

...satisfaction guaranteed!

...committed to quality.

...renown for craftsmanship.
...failure is not an option.

...we can retro fit
any truck!



Hard Maple is
very dense, and
closed pored,

with a tight grain.
It’s popular for its
strength and
durability.

Hard Maple

Give your classic truck a facelift. Install a new set of show quality bed wood from BedWood for Trucks© in your pickup truck. Get the ultimate in truck parts
and an upgrade in style from your choice of over 40 exotic and domestic woods. You can further personalize your truck bed with a selection of five styles of
bed strips, four of which with hidden fasteners. BedWood for Trucks©, the professionals choice.

CLASSIC BEDWOOD LINERS

Northern White Pine
NorthernWhite Pine possesses a mixed broad to very fine tight grain, and is straw to tan in color. It is known for its’ dimensional stability,
strength, and light weight characteristics. During the age of the sail, NorthernWhite Pine was the wood of choice for the sail masts in the
British Royal Fleet. Today, due to its diverse properties, it is used for products ranging from exterior millwork to utility poles to pattern
making. NorthernWhite Pine offers an economical bed wood set for those on a tight budget, and it is far superior to the southern yellow
pine bed wood currently on the market.

Amazique
Amazique is an African hardwood very closely related to Bubinga. It has similar cell structure and
working properties, but glows with a deep yellowish brown with possible greens and blacks and
at times is seemingly backlit with streaks of light coming from within.Whether from within the
wood or the person gazing at it is the real mystery here. Long considered a great furniture and
cabinet wood, in modern times Amazique has become popular for acoustic guitar backs and
sides, in which it is generally referred to as Ovangkol.

What makes Bamboo a green product is that it is a grass and not a
hardwood. It can be harvested every 4-6 years. The types of Bamboo that
you will see on the market are vertical and horizontal (sometimes called
flat). Vertical Bamboo looks like vertical grain FIr or Pine. All of the strips
are laid up on their sides in a vertical fashion and the nodes (growth
rings), tend to show up as little eyes similar to the spots in Birds Eye
Maple. Horizontal Bamboo has all the strips lying flat so that you see the
nodes and has a more striking Bamboo appearance. The colors that you
will find in the market place are natural and carbonized (sometimes
called caramelized). Natural Bamboo is a blondish,honey color, that looks
white to gold. Most carbonized Bamboo will be a medium, brown hue
and have a linear grain.

Ash is very
durable, and has
the best strength to
weight ratio, yet is
flexible and shock
resistant. This is
the same wood
used to make the
legendary

Louisville Slugger
Bats!

Ash
BlackWalnut is
known as the

“Wood of Kings”
because of its use
in fine furniture.
Give your truck
bed the natural
warmth ofWalnut

too!

BlackWalnut
Poplar is light-
weight, easy to
work with and
often is used to
replace original
pine beds for its
resistance to
decay.

Poplar
Red Oak has an
open and slightly
coarse (more
porous) grain
thanWhite Oak
and provides a
traditional flared
grain look.

Red Oak
Flamed Birch is a
domestic wood
reported to be full
of natural waxes
that render it

waterproof, and it
possesses a soft
and flowing figure.
The hardness of
the unique wood is
rated as medium
and the wood is
considered heavy.

Flamed Birch
White Oak is very
versatile,wears
well and is
resistant to
exterior

adversities. Due to
its water tightness,
it’s perfect for

trucks exposed to
weather.

White Oak
Hickory has a
beautiful rich
character. It is
extremely tough
and resilient, yet

flexible.

Hickory
Curly Maple

reflects light in a
way that three

dimensional curls
appear across the
boards when

finished in a high
gloss. Wood of
choice for many
high end guitar

makers.

Curly Maple
Cypress has a
leafy grain, is
strong, light and
very durable.
Cypress is also
naturally resistant

to decay.

Cypress
Wormy Maple is
sought for its

unique color and
distinct light to
dark variations.
Holes from worm
boring give this

wood a
one-of-a-kind

look.

WormyMaple
Cherry has tight
closed pored
grain, and an
unmistakable
richness in its
deep red hue.

Craftsmen around
the world use
Cherry in the

finest projects, so
can you!

Cherry

Quartersawn Red
Oak is a natural
choice for stability
with the look of fine
antique furniture.
Its ‘flaked’ grain is
known as Tiger

Oak, or Tiger Rays.

Quartersawn
Red Oak

Honduras
Mahogany is

strong and dense
with a color that
will darken over

time.

Honduras
Mahogany

South African
Paduak is

moderately dense,
much like Red

Oak. Elegant open
pored hardwood
with exceptional
weathering
properties.

South African
Paduak

PeruvianWalnut
has a somewhat
coarse grain
texture, uniform
rich medium to
dark brown, not
as hard as Red

Oak.

Peruvian
Walnut

Brazilian Cherry
is a hard, heavy,
strong wood
prized for its
beauty.

Brazilian
Cherry

Quartersawn
White Oak is

weather resistant,
and a perfect

choice for trucks
that will be

exposed to the
weather. Its
unique grain is
known as

fake/Tiger Oak.

Quartersawn
White Oak

Birds Eye Maple has
a natural luster from
the many swirls

resulting in circular
“eyes” separate
from each other.
Rich in color yet
very durable.

Birds Eye
Maple

Horizontal Bamboo Vertical Bamboo

Purple Heart is a
beautiful, hard,
decay resistant
wood. Popular
for its unique
color, it has a
medium to fine
texture, high
bending and

crushing strength
and stiffness.

Purple Heart
Bubinga, African
Rosewood, is very
hard, heavy and
can be amazingly
wavy figured.
Red Brown

coloring with red
and purple veins.
Darkens with age.

Bubinga
Tigerwood is very
strong, durable
and unaffected by
moisture, insect
or fungal attack.
Fine texture with
interlocked grain.

Tigerwood
LeopardWood is
one of the most
beautiful exotic
woods with a
dark brown

reddish coloring.

LeopardWood
Wenge is a hard,
porous deep

chocolate brown
African hardwood
with very close,
fine, almost black

veins.

Wenge
CanaryWood is a
heartwood which
varies in color.
When a mineral
stain is used, it
brings out streaks
of steel blue.

CanaryWood
Morado, Bolivian
Rosewood,

extremely hard
wood that is
easily worked.
Finer in texture
than most
Rosewoods.

Distinctive reddish
brown ground and
black streaks.

Morado
Lyptus has the
grain of

Mahogany with the
coloring of Cherry
and is marked as
an environmentally

friendly
alternative.

Lyptus
ZebraWood is
marked with

narrow streaks of
dark brown to
black rendering
the ‘zebra striped’
appearance.

Heavy hardwood
with a somewhat
coarse texture,
often with an
interlocked or
wavy grain.

Zebra

Plantation Teak is
one of the most
durable and
stable Asian
tropical

hardwoods.
Easily worked,
highly resistant to
decay due to its
natural oils, and is
termite resistant.

Plantation
Teak Burmese Teak is

very durable and
is extensively
used in boat
building. It
exhibits a

uniformed golden
brown color and
the grain is

usually straight to
slightly wavy.

BurmeseTeak
This very durable
hardwood from
tropical Africa is
sometimes
referred to as
African Teak. It
exhibits a yellow
shade that

darkens to a rich
brown over time.

Iroko
Sapele, reminis-
cent of Mahogany,
is a durable, lus-
trous and fine
textured wood
with interlocked
grain that is

sometimes wavy.

Sapele
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NEW!

NEW!

Makore
Also known as African Cherry,Makore is fromWest Africa, has a pinkish red heartwood color that
sometimes appears reddish brown in some boards, so you will see a variety of hues within each
board.This species finishes beautifully when oiled or cleared. It is very hard, yet can be brought
to a fine polished finish. Makore is used for fine furniture,wood turnings, cabinets, boatbuilding,
and architectural millwork.

NEW!

PNG Walnut
The prized heartwood of PNGWalnut is typically wavy grained with dark grey to black bands or
fine streaks standing out from the paler colored & lustrous background.The dark bands form
irregular concentric circles in the log. It has a moderately coarse texture is is used primarily for
fine furniture, joinery, and flooring.

NEW!

Narra
Narra is a great South African hardwood that has yet to really catch on in the US. It generally has a
mixture of yellow or reddish heartwood, and takes a beautiful polish. It is used extensively in
other parts of the world for home interiors, flooring, boats, and musical instrument parts.

NEW!

DOMESTIC WOODS BAMBOO

EXOTIC WOODS
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BedWood for Trucks© has developed the perfect truck accessory for your El Camino, Ranchero,
late model pickup truck, SUV, custom, or any truck with a metal floor in the bed…. a truly
innovative product called the RetroLinerTM.

This real BedWoodTM bed liner installs right over your existingmetal floor,with no drilling required.
Available from your choice of over 40 exotic and domestic hardwoods, the RetroLinerTM system is
a complete package containing all of the required materials for installation without damaging the
factory steel bed floor. BedWood for Trucks© uses state-of-the-art computer aided design (CAD),
3D-modeling for a precision design for each RetroLinerTM system. Give your ride that classic truck
style with the ultimate in truck accessories, the RetroLinerTM from BedWood for Trucks©, the
professional’s choice.

Each RetroLinerTM kit is available in over 40 exotic and domestic
wood species, for over 200 OE applications. The custom
applications are virtually endless. Each wood piece is kiln dried
and stabilized, properly milled, grooved, 4-stage finish sanded
and delivered ready to finish. In addition to the wood, every kit
includes cut-to-length polished stainless steel BedStrips,stainless
steel mounting hardware,mounting pads, and subframe.Each kit
has comprehensive,easy-to-follow instructions which include tips
for care and treatment of the wood.

Applications for Ford,
Chevy, GMC, Dodge,
Toyota, Nissan, and
many more!

-Tim Strange
Host / Lead Builder - Search & Restore
& Owner/Operator - Strange Motion Rod & Custom

I have used BedWoodTM on many projects through
the years, at both my shop and on TV. They have
so many choices in materials and are always open
to trying something new and different, and they
always deliver quality product.

"

"

*To assure the absolute best fit in your application,
due to variations in metal stampings and vehicle
assembly at the factory, you may be required to
trim the wood around the wheel wells and bed
sides, and trim the bed strips to final length at the
wheel wells.

Chevy C-10
custom show
truck shown with
Ash RetroLinerTM

El Camino
shown with
PeruvianWalnut
RetroLinerTM

Totyota Tacoma shown with
Bamboo BedWoodTM.

Wood Finish: EZ Seal & Shine
Strips: Flat Top
Owner: Bobby Moore

Tim Strange GMC Truck
with RetroLinerTM

PRE-CUT
MAKES INSTALLATION

EASY*



BedwoodTM also offers a selection of accessories to further personalize your truck bed. Made
only from the finest materials, these accessories will only enhance the look of your truck with our
superior craftsmanship and attention to details.

BedwoodTM knows that your wood bed needs to be complimented with quality fuel
doors. We offer a variety of machined, flush-fit doors that work well with our kits.

We can even pre-cut the access for one of these fuel doors,making installation an easy
task.

Choose from these flush-fit doors or the sandwich mount filler neck shown. 

ADD A GREAT DESIGN TOUCH TO YOUR TRUCK BED!

SHOW QUALITY

CUSTOM CUT

AMERICAN MADE

SMOOTH STYLE

GREAT DURABILITY

Some trucks need more than just our show winning BedWoodTM.
Early trucks, farm trucks and other specialty restorations or hot rod
projects have BedRacksTM. Let us assist you in duplicating or creating a
CAD-designed BedRackTM to make any work-horse truck a truly one-of-a-king
vehicle!

1940 Chevy truck
shown with Hard
Maple BedWoodTM

and BedRackTM.

1934 Ford Built by Riley Morris from Rocket’s Hot Rod Garage.

Flush-fit style oval door shown installed in Leopard BedWoodTM.
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BedWoodTM built custom
BedRackTM made out of
Quartersaw Red Oak.

Light Load Securing Mechanism for
Classic Trucks, available in two
mounting options:

Inline Strip
Mount

Surface
Mount
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BedwoodTM for Trucks is proud to offer our exclusive line of BedStripsTM to go with our custom designed BedWoodTM bed kits. BedStripsTM are show
polished,extruded-aluminum strips with hidden fasteners for securing BedWoodTM in early model trucks. The BedStripsTM are custom-cut for each
specific OEM or custom application and feature a show polished finish that is bright dip clear anodized for durability. BedStripsTM are offered in
three distinct styles, the “DoubleHumpTM”, the “SpeedBumpTM”, and the “FlatTopTM”. These extruded strips complete the look, fit and finish of any
BedWoodTM kit. Aside from improving the look of your wood, the BedStripsTM will securely align your BedWoodTM kit. The show-quality strips with
the hidden fasteners ensure a clean, smooth style that will enhance the bed of any truck. BedwoodTM for Trucks has a full selection

of quality parts to finish your custom truck
restoration project. In addition to our
BedStripsTM, we also offer three
additional styles of steel BedStripsTM.

Bed and angle strips are offered in
polished and unpolished stainless,or cold
rolled steel,available for OEM and custom
applications. Bed and angle strips are
also offered in custom punched and
un-punched lengths.

BedStrips & Angle Strips

Don’t forget to complete the “look” with our Stainless
Bolt Kits. Kits are available in polished or unpolished
for mounting your strip and your bed.

Bolt Kits

... NOT JUST PARTS FOR YOUR TRUCK BED!
Visit our website for a complete listing of quality parts for your custom restoration
project, such as metal to wood conversion kits, radiators,grills, chassis,andmore! If you
don’t see the part you need, give us a call. Our expert staff will locate the parts for you.

DON’T FORGET!

SpeedBump DoubleHump FlatTopTM TM TM

- Mitch Henderson
Mitch Henderson Designs

Here at Mitch Henderson Designs,we have used or tested every
product out there. BedWood and Parts has never disappointed
us one time with inferior product or late delivery times!
BedWood and Parts continues to impress us with excellent
quality and top notch customer service!

"

"



Adding to the BedWood line of extensive and superior quality products are our new finishing products.These new
products offer the customer a complete method for finishing and caring for the fine wood bed they have installed.
These EZ products also offer the enthusiast a proven product and after purchase support,with no more guess work.

EZ SEALTM & Shine Finishing Kit
A custom wood bed should have a shine and have a sealed finish that protects. Our
new single-stage finishing kit offers both with an easy-to-use sealer that any
hobbyist can use. EZ Seal & Shine can be sprayed or brushed on most stained,
painted or raw woods. The eco-friendly finish provides a high-gloss, protective
finish that shields against harmful UV rays. It meets all VOC standards world-wide
and is packaged in handsome, resealable metal cans.

EZ RUBTM Fortified Penetrating Oil Finish
Penetrates into the wood sealing out the weather and sealing in the beauty.
Offers the ultimate in exterior wood protection and enhancement: Teak Oil fortified with two
levels of protection against UV light, and with the highest quality mold and mildew inhibitors.

- Protects and beautifies like no varnish can
- Compatible with all woods
- Quick Drying
- Excellent Coverage (250-300 sq.ft. per quart)
- For use on exterior wood products in household, automotive, and marine applications
- Safe and easy to use
- For convenience, available in two sizes:Quart and 1/2 Gallon
- A Product of Kentucky

EZWet Gloss Spray Detailer
The most effective way to polish any custom wood bed is with our
EZWet Gloss Spray Detailer. It also provides a mirror-like finish to
the paint, glass and metal surfaces of the vehicle. This specially
formulated, synthetic spray detailer provides a super wet-gloss
shine, removes smudges and fingerprints while reducing friction.
Harmful static can cause scratches when wiping or
drying surfaces. EZ Wet Gloss Spray Detailer brings
all surfaces to the height of a show-car finish and
always,“MakesWood Look Good!”©
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1930 Ford Model A Built by Jimmy Shine and
crew at So-Cal Speed Shop in Pamona,Ca.
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Lead by Seth Thomas, a woodworker and industrial designer who comes from a luthier
background of building boutique-quality custom guitars, the BedWoodTM Custom Shop can
incorporate elements of your specific lifestyle into your bed wood such as custom inlays and
Wood Tatooing, personalized logos and symbols, wood pinstriping, and 3-dimensional
engraving. With in-house design and customer e-collaboration capabilities, the BedWoodTM

Custom Shop can create unique one-off pieces ranging from a single interior/exterior
accessory piece to a theme that spans the entire bed of your truck, making your dream a
reality.

- Ric Longo

I wanted to say thank you for all of your help and support
during my purchase of my BedWood and strips. I had a
custom project that entailed 2 additional strips and you took
care of me. I get compliments every where I go and I get to brag
about your products and service.Thanks again!

"

"
Learn more about truck bed accessories we have.

https://www.carid.com/bed-accessories.html



